
Text Id: Halbi Text. Tape 3a:145-277 (BB) circa 1967 

Sugar Cane 

Ramboti 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 1 


shaft-nom  Gol hit-3p,f2     all shaft-nom  Gol 

sugar cane Gol they will hit all sugar cane Gol 

They will cut the sugar cane, all the sugar cane. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 2 


cut-3p,f2                     and focus stack-nom do-3p,f2 

they will take off the leaves and focus stack     they will do 

They will strip off the leaves and (then) make a stack. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 3 


sugar cane press Instr bite-caus-3p,f2 juice            for 

sugar cane press with  they will crush sugar cane juice for 

They will crush for juice with the sugar cane press. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 4 


shaft-nom  Gol bite-caus-3p,f2 

sugar cane Gol they will crush 

They will crush the sugar cane. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 5 


and pot type  Loc pour in-caus-3p,f2 

and large pot in  they will pour 

And they will pour into a large <g¢êgar> pot. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 6 


later again fire light-caus-3p,f2 

later again fire they will light 

Later they will light the fire. 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 7 


pan-dim          put down-caus-3p,f2 and there 

sugar making pan they will put down  and there 


juice            Gol put-caus-3p,f2 

sugar cane juice Gol they will put 

They will put the pan for making sugar (on the fire) and there they will put the sugar cane juice. 



HLB-RB-10 sentence 8 


and lg slow bubbles come-3s,nm,ptc when pan-dim          place-Loc 

and lg slow bubbles it came        when sugar making pan at a place 


lg slow bubbles come-3s,nm,ptc when and later descend-caus-conj:comp 

lg slow bubbles it came        when and later having taken down 


hollowed out log-nom Loc pour-3p,f2 

cooling trough       in  they will pour 

And when the large slow breaking bubbles come, when the large slow breaking bubbles come in the large pan and 

having taken off the fire they will pour into the hollowed out log (to cool). 

HLB-RB-10 sentence 9 


and ball shaped-nom   ball shaped-nom form-3p,f2     raw canesugar Gol 

and ball of raw sugar raw sugar ball  they will form canesugar     Gol 

And they will make balls of the raw sugar. 

 


